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Understanding the storage, flux, and turnover of nutrients in
organisms is important for quantifying contributions of biota to
biogeochemical cycles. Here we present a model that predicts the
storage of phosphorus-rich RNA and whole-body phosphorus
content in eukaryotes based on the mass- and temperature-
dependence of ATP production in mitochondria. Data from a broad
assortment of eukaryotes support the model’s two main predic-
tions. First, whole-body RNA concentration is proportional to
mitochondrial density and consequently scales with body mass to
the �1�4 power. Second, whole-body phosphorus content declines
with increasing body mass in eukaryotic unicells but approaches a
relatively constant value in large multicellular animals because the
fraction of phosphorus in RNA decreases relative to the fraction in
other pools. Extension of the model shows that differences in the
flux of RNA-associated phosphorus are due to the size dependen-
cies of metabolic rate and RNA concentration. Thus, the model
explicitly links two biological currencies at the individual level:
energy in the form of ATP and materials in the form of phosphorus,
both of which are critical to the functioning of ecosystems. The
model provides a framework for linking attributes of individuals to
the storage and flux of phosphorus in ecosystems.

growth rate hypothesis � metabolic theory of ecology � stoichiometry �
allometry

Recent work in ecological stoichiometry has shown that
understanding variation in the relative proportions of ele-

ments among organisms and between organisms and their
environments provides useful insights into the functioning of
ecological systems (1). The extent to which organisms sequester
limiting nutrients may strongly influence biogeochemical cycles
and thereby affect the structure and function of the plant,
animal, and microbial communities that use these nutrients (1,
2). Since the pioneering work of Redfield in 1958 (3), we have
learned that many plants and animals in natural conditions have
an average molar ratio of carbon (C) to nitrogen (N) to
phosphorus (P) of �106:16:1 (1, 3). Yet the mechanisms un-
derlying this C:N:P ratio and the reasons for the observed
deviations about this ratio remain unclear. C:P ratios of organ-
isms in nature often deviate from the Redfield ratio by several-
fold and may deviate by one to two orders of magnitude when
nutrient availability is experimentally manipulated, particularly
in plants (1, 4–6).

Special emphasis has been placed on understanding how and
why P concentrations vary among organisms, partly because P is
often a limiting nutrient in ecosystems and partly because P is a
component of important biological molecules, including RNA,
DNA, ATP, and phospholipids (1). Differences in whole-body P
concentration have given rise to several hypotheses (e.g., refs.
7–9 in marine phytoplankton). Most frequently mentioned is the
‘‘growth rate hypothesis’’ of Elser et al. (10), which proposes that
differences in whole-body P concentration among organisms are
due to differences in concentrations of P-rich RNA (see also ref.

11). Indeed, Elser and colleagues (12) have shown that the P in
RNA often constitutes a significant fraction of whole-body P in
small organisms.

Here we build on this work by presenting a model that
explicitly links whole-body P and RNA content to energy flux in
organisms. The model relates concentrations of P and RNA to
metabolic rate and predicts how they should vary with body size,
the primary factor controlling metabolic rate. These predictions
are supported by data from a broad assortment of organisms
spanning nearly 14 orders of magnitude in size, including
unicellular eukaryotes and multicellular vertebrate and inverte-
brate animals. The model shows how two fundamental biological
currencies, energy and materials, are linked at the level of
individual organisms. Such linkages have important implications
for understanding the pools and fluxes of energy and materials
at all levels of biological organization from molecules and
organelles to organisms, communities, and ecosystems.

Model Development
The storage and flux of elements in an organism requires energy
in the form of ATP. To quantify differences in RNA and
whole-body P concentration among organisms, we therefore
present a series of equations that link ATP production to
whole-body RNA and P content. To do so, we first consider the
primary factors controlling the rate of ATP production per unit
of body mass (i.e., mass-specific metabolic rate), namely body
size and temperature (Eqs. 1 and 2). Next, we express the rate
of protein synthesis in terms of ATP production and RNA
concentration (Eqs. 3 and 4). These equations then allow us to
express RNA concentration as a function of body mass and
temperature (Eq. 5) and then to relate it to whole-body P
concentration (Eqs. 6 and 7). We conclude the derivation of our
model by relating the P stored in RNA to its f lux and turnover
(Eq. 8). We note that this model is deliberately intended to be
a simplified abstraction of a more complex reality. Although we
recognize that many other factors may play some role in
determining ATP production (e.g., ADP availability) and whole-
body RNA and P content (e.g., nutrient availability), this model
explicitly quantifies the effects of only the two primary factors:
body size and temperature. Deviations from model predictions
thus provide a baseline for assessing the effects of these other
factors.

An organism’s rate of energy production per unit of body
mass, or mass-specific metabolic rate, B̄, may be expressed as the
product of the rate of ATP production by an average-sized
mitochondrion, �mito, and the average number of mitochondria
per unit body mass, �mito:

B� � EATP�mito�mito, [1]
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where EATP is the approximately invariant energy content of an
ATP molecule [�5.07 � 10�20 J per ATP (13)]. Like other
biochemical reaction rates, the rate of ATP production increases
exponentially with temperature (14) over the usual operating
range of temperatures for a species and is described by the
Boltzmann or Arrhenius factor, e�Er/kT. Therefore, �mito �
�oe�Er�kT, where �o is a normalization constant independent of
temperature, Er is the average activation energy of the respira-
tory complex (�0.65 eV � 62 kJ�mol), k is Boltzmann’s constant
(8.62 � 10�5 eV�K), and T is absolute temperature in K (15).
Mitochondrial density, �mito, has been shown to decrease with
increasing body size as �mito � �oM�1/4 in endotherms (16–19),
where �o is a normalization constant independent of body size.
We assume that ectotherms show this same size dependence for
mitochondrial density. This assumption is supported by theory
(20) and by empirical data showing that ectotherms and endo-
therms show the same size and temperature dependence for
individual metabolic rate (15). Given the temperature depen-
dence of �mito and the size-dependence of �mito, Eq. 1 can
therefore be expressed as

B� � bo M�1/4e�Er/kT, [2]

where bo � EATP�o�o is a normalization constant independent of
body size and temperature that varies by an order of magnitude
among taxa (3.90 � 108 W�g3/4 for endotherms, 9.91 � 107

W�g3/4 for multicellular ectotherms, and 2.77 � 107 W�g3/4 for
unicells) (ref. 15; see Methods). Note that the total rate of ATP
production per unit of body mass has the same dependence on
body size and temperature as B̄ in Eq. 2 because �mito �mito �
B̄�EATP and EATP is independent of body size and temperature.

Averaged over ontogeny, protein synthesis consumes a nearly
constant fraction, �̄, of ATP production, independent of body
mass (�0.20) (21–23). Therefore, the amount of protein syn-
thesized per unit of mass per unit of time, S, may be expressed
as the product of the rate of ATP production for protein
synthesis, �̄��̄�EATP, and the mass of protein produced per ATP,
MAA�4:

S � ��� �B� �EATP��MAA�4� , [3]

where S is in units of grams of protein per gram of dry mass per
second, MAA is the average mass of a single amino acid (�1.8 �
10�22 g, calculated based on amino acid composition of proteins
(24), and the factor 1�4 reflects the fact that four ATP are
required to create a single peptide bond joining two amino acids
(25, 26). Protein synthesis requires both energy in the form of
ATP and ribosomal RNA to catalyze the formation of peptide
bonds (1, 11). Thus, the rate of protein synthesis per unit mass
may also be expressed as the product of the number of ribosomes
per unit of mass, ([RNA]�MRNA), and the rate of protein
synthesis per ribosome, (MAAsoe�Ep/kT):

S � ��RNA��MRNA��MAAsoe�Ep/kT� . [4]

Here [RNA] is the concentration of ribosomal RNA (mg of RNA
per g of dry body mass), MRNA is the mass of RNA in a single
ribosome (�4.19 � 10�18 g for eukaryotes) (27), so is a rate
constant independent of temperature (�1 � 1011 peptide bonds
per ribosome per sec for eukaryotic ribosomes) (28, 29), and Ep

is the effective activation energy for protein synthesis by a
ribosome (�0.65 eV) (30, 31). Ribosomal RNA comprises the
vast majority of RNA in organisms (�85%) (1) and is therefore
a very good proxy for whole-body RNA concentration. Com-
bining Eqs. 2-4 predicts the average whole-body RNA concen-
tration of an organism:

�RNA� �
�� MRNA

4so EATP
eEp/kTB� �

�� MRNAbo

4so EATP
M�1/4e �Ep�Er�/kT.

[5]

Given that Ep � Er as stated above (15, 30, 31) and, therefore,
that e(Ep�Er)/kT � 1, Ep and Er effectively cancel each other in the
model. This cancellation occurs independent of any model
assumptions. As such, Eq. 5 predicts that [RNA] should be
approximately independent of temperature. This prediction is in
agreement with experimental data (refs. 32–36; see Methods).
We note, however, that this model is robust to small deviations
in [RNA] with temperature because the exponential increase in
the rate of protein synthesis by a ribosome over the temperature
range 0–40°C (�35-fold) is very large relative to observed
changes in ribosome number with temperature [�0–30% change
in either direction, with a 7–15°C change in temperature (32–
36)]. Eq. 5 quantifies the functional relationship between [RNA]
and mass-specific metabolic rate, B̄ and, in doing so, shows that
[RNA] is expected to scale as M�1/4.

We can quantify the contribution of P in RNA, [PRNA], to
whole-body P content, [Pbody], by combining Eq. 5 with empirical
data on the amount of P in other pools, [Pother] (e.g., phospho-
lipids and skeletal structure) (1). Specifically, [Pbody] is equal to
the sum of [PRNA] and [Pother]:

�Pbody� � �PRNA� � �Pother� � �
�� MRNAbo

4so EATP
M�1/4 � CM�,

[6]

where � is the fraction of RNA that is P (�0.09 by mass) (1). The
size-dependence of [PRNA] is governed by Eq. 5, and that of
[Pother] is governed by CM�, where C is a normalization constant
independent of body size and temperature, and � is an exponent
that characterizes the scaling of [Pother] with body mass. Among
vertebrates, the majority of [Pother] is found in the skeleton,
which scales with � � 0 for most vertebrate groups. Actually, �
is slightly 	0 (i.e., 0.03–0.12) (37); still, this allometric exponent
is so small that [Pother] increases only slightly over several orders
of magnitude in body mass, i.e., from shrews to whales. Among
invertebrates, [Pother] also scales with � � 0 (12), although it is
not well understood how this P is allocated. Thus, for both
groups, [Pother] is approximately independent of body size (i.e.,
[Pother] � C) however, as discussed below, the value of C does
vary among taxa. The extent to which [Pbody] varies with body size
thus depends largely on the relative magnitudes of [PRNA] and
[Pother].

Model Predictions
Eqs. 1–6 yield four explicit predictions about the mass depen-
dence of RNA and P concentrations. First, Eq. 5 predicts that the
relationships between log [RNA] and log body mass should be
linear with slopes of �1�4 for all heterotrophic eukaryotes.
Second, it predicts how the intercepts of these relationships
should vary among taxonomic groups based on differences in bo,
i.e., A � log[�̄(MRNAbo)�(4soEATP)]. Third, we control for
differences in bo by expressing RNA concentrations for all
groups as [RNA](b
o�bo), where b
o is taken to be the value of bo
for multicellular ectotherms (see Methods). After controlling for
these differences, Eq. 5 predicts that all heterotrophic eu-
karyotes will fall on a single line with this same slope of �1�4
and an intercept of A
 � log[(�̄(MRNAb
o)�(4soEATP)] � 0.61 mg
of RNA per g of body mass. Thus, the model predicts the slope
and intercept of this relationship between RNA and body mass.

Fourth, Eq. 6 predicts the slope and intercept of the relation-
ship between whole-body P content and body size. It shows how
changes in the relative magnitudes of [PRNA] and [Pother] com-
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bine to determine the body-size-dependence of [Pbody]. Specif-
ically, Eq. 6 predicts that a log-log plot of [Pbody] against body size
will yield a nonlinear relationship. We can characterize the
tangent slope of this relationship, �(M), as

��M� � ��1�4�
�� MRNAbo

4so EATP
M1/4 � �CM�� �

� �
�� MRNAbo

4so EATP
M�1/4 � CM�� . [7]

In Eq. 7, if [PRNA] 		 [Pother], then the log–log slope of [Pbody]
against mass will show approximately quarter-power scaling,
(i.e.,� � �1�4), but if [Pother] 		 [PRNA], then the slope of this
relationship will be approximately equal to 0 (i.e., � � � � 0).

Methods
Calculation of Metabolic Normalization Constants. Values of meta-
bolic normalization constants, bo, were calculated by using
metabolic rate data compiled in ref. 15 for endotherms (birds
and mammals), multicellular ectotherms (reptiles, fish, amphib-
ians, and invertebrates), and unicells (prokaryotes and eu-
karyotes). Values were calculated by assuming an activation
energy of 0.65 eV for the temperature dependence of metabo-
lism and �1�4-power scaling for the mass dependence (15).

Calculation of RNA and Phosphorus Concentrations. All model pre-
dictions were tested with data compiled from the literature. Data
for whole-body RNA content were compiled for a broad assortment
of animals (invertebrates, vertebrates, ectotherms, and endo-
therms), and unicellular eukaryotes that span �14 orders of
magnitude in size and occur in both terrestrial and aquatic ecosys-
tems (Table 2, which is published as supporting information on the
PNAS web site). For most of these data, whole-body RNA con-
centrations were measured. However, for some fishes and inverte-
brates and all but two endotherms, RNA concentrations were only
reported for muscle tissues. We converted these data to whole-body
RNA concentrations by multiplying the muscle RNA concentration
by the fraction of body mass in protein by using published estimates
(38). We assessed the validity of this method by performing an
analysis of covariance with data for all of the multicellular ecto-
therms combined (fish, zooplankton, and other invertebrates).
After fitting a common slope for the log([RNA]) versus log(mass)
relationship, intercepts were found to be statistically indistinguish-
able between muscle-based estimates of RNA concentration (n �
18) and whole-body-based estimates (n � 35) (P � 0.24). These
findings are consistent with data for a single mammal species
showing that RNA concentrations vary, on average, only 1- to 3-fold
among different tissue types (39). The estimate for [Pother] used in
the model for invertebrates (x̄ � 0.6%) was taken from (12). For
vertebrates, we assumed that [Pother] � [Pbody] (x̄ � 2.4%) (40)
because no independent estimate of [Pother] was available, and
skeletal mass makes up the vast majority of P in vertebrates (1).

To the best of our knowledge, we used all available data (which
were not already used to parameterize the model) to test the
model in Figs. 1 and 2. A data set of whole-body P content in
adults of 169 terrestrial insect species from the Sonoran desert
(41) was used to test the predicted relationship with body size in
Fig. 2a. Data for mammals and zooplankton listed in Table 2
were used to test the relationship predicted in Fig. 2b. These data
provide independent tests of the model’s predictions.

Assessing the Temperature Dependence of RNA Concentration. Re-
arranging Eq. 5 and taking logarithms yields the following linear
model: ln([RNA]M1/4�bo) � (Ep � Er)(1�kT) � ln[�̄(MRNAbo)�
(4soEATP)]. This model predicts a linear relationship between
ln([RNA]M1/4�bo) and 1�kT with a slope equal to Ep � Er. This
model was fitted to data in Table 2 for which temperature

estimates were available. Body temperatures of mammals and
birds were assumed to be 38°C, and 41°C, respectively (15). The
slope of the relationship, calculated by using ordinary least-
squares regression, was not significantly different from 0 (P �
0.20, n � 74), indicating that Ep and Er are close in magnitude.

Results and Discussion
Data support the model’s four predictions.

In support of Prediction 1, the log–log relationships of [RNA]
versus body mass are linear for four different taxonomic groups,
including endotherms and vertebrate and invertebrate ecto-
therms. Three of the four fitted slopes of these linear relation-
ships have 95% confidence intervals that include the predicted
value of �1�4, and that of endotherms is just slightly lower
(Table 1).

In support of Predictions 2 and 3, the intercepts of these
relationships include the predicted values for all groups except
the endotherms. The log–log plot of [RNA](b
o�bo) versus body
mass for all of these organisms along with two yeast species falls
along a single line with a fitted slope (�0.23) and intercept (0.54
mg of RNA per g of body mass) close to the predicted values of
�1�4 and 0.61, respectively (Fig. 1). The fitted line in Fig. 1
explains 85% of the variation in log-transformed RNA concen-
tration among organisms. Body size thus imposes a substantial
constraint on [RNA] through its effects on mitochondrial density
and ATP production. Interestingly, data compiled on [RNA] for
adult polychaete worms of a single species (42) show nearly the
same size dependence over just one order of magnitude variation
in size (y � �0.26x � 0.72, r2 � 0.44, n � 82), which suggests that
the model has application both within and across species.

In support of Prediction 4, a log–log plot of [Pbody] against
body mass for a broad assortment of adult insect species from the
Sonoran desert (n � 169) (41) yields a nonlinear relationship
that is well described by the line predicted from Eq. 6 (Fig. 2a).
If we fit a linear model to the log–log relationship for these data,
the fitted slope (�0.04) is identical to the tangent slope predicted
by Eq. 7 based on the geometric mean for body size. Note that
the predicted line and its tangent slope is independently calcu-
lated by using the predicted relationship for [PRNA] in Fig. 1 and
the independent estimate of [Pother] for invertebrates (0.6%)

Fig. 1. A log–log plot of whole-body RNA content corrected for the taxon-
specific metabolic normalization constant, [RNA](bo


 �bo), as a function of dry
body mass for unicellular eukaryotes, multicellular ectotherms, and endo-
therms. The solid line, fitted by using ordinary least-squares regression (y �
�0.23x � 0.54), is close to the predicted dashed line of y � �0.25x � 0.61. Data
and sources are listed in Table 2. The yeast species were standardized by using
the estimated value of bo for unicells.
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(12). The shallow slope in Fig. 2a asymptotically increases to zero
with increasing body size, which reflects the relatively large and
increasing influence of [Pother] on [Pbody] for invertebrates over
this size range. Eq. 7 may similarly predict the size dependence
of [Pbody] for other groups (e.g., unicellular eukaryotes and
endothermic vertebrates) given appropriate parameters to cal-
culate [PRNA], [Pother], and bo.

A semilog plot showing the percentage of whole-body P in RNA
(i.e., 100 � [PRNA]�[Pbody]) as a function of body size provides
further support for Prediction 4 (Fig. 2b). Data for zooplankton and
mammals show a rapid decline in the contribution of [PRNA] to
[Pbody] with increasing body size. These data are again in close
agreement with the lines in Fig. 2b predicted from Eq. 6. The line
for invertebrates in Fig. 2b predicts that the fraction of whole-body
P in RNA for organisms of 10�6, 10�3, and 1 g of dry mass will
decline from 65% to 25% to 6%, respectively. The predicted line for
mammals shows a decline of [PRNA]�[Pbody] from 6% to 0.3% with
increases in mass from 1 g to 100 kg. Note that the lines for the
invertebrates and the endotherms in Fig. 2b are virtually indistin-
guishable from each other because, coincidentally, the differences
in bo (9.90 � 107 W�g3/4 and 3.88 � 108 W�g3/4, respectively) offset
differences in [Pother] (0.6% and 2.4%, respectively).

Combining this model with empirical relationships yields the
relationship between the concentration of RNA-associated P in
an organism, the turnover rate of RNA, and the flux rate of RNA
and associated P through the organism. Our model predicts that
RNA varies with body size as [RNA] � M�1/4. Empirical mea-

surements of RNA degradation markers in urine indicate that
RNA catabolites are excreted at a rate that scales with body size
to approximately the �1�4 power, indicating FluxRNA � M�1/4

(43). Thus, combining these two relationships in the following
expression demonstrates that the average lifetime of an RNA
molecule, 	RNA (and the turnover rate of an RNA molecule,
1�	RNA), is independent of body size:

	RNA � �RNA��FluxRNA � M�1/4�M�1/4 � M0. [8]

Interestingly, because life span is proportional to M1/4, this expres-
sion implies that lifetime RNA production per unit of body mass is
independent of body size, much like lifetime metabolic energy
production. This expression also implies that the total amount of
protein produced by a ribosome over its lifetime is independent of
body size. Finally, Eq. 8 implies that differences in RNA-associated
P-flux among organisms of varying size are determined largely by
the allometry of [RNA]. Assuming that the total protein produced
by a ribosome over its lifetime is also independent of temperature,
the production, degradation, and excretion of RNA and associated
P should vary not only with body size but also with temperature as
described by Eq. 2. Note, however, that Eq. 7 would only apply to
larger organisms that have life spans that greatly exceed the lifetime
of a ribosome.

Although Figs. 1 and 2 demonstrate the predicted mass depen-
dence of RNA and P concentrations, there remains considerable
unexplained variation in both relationships. Note that these data
include organisms held in the laboratory as well as organisms under

Fig. 2. The contribution of RNA to whole-body P content. (A) Effects of body size on P content only in RNA, [PRNA], and in the whole body (RNA plus other pools)
[Pbody]. The dashed [PRNA] line is predicted based on the relationship of [RNA] to body mass derived in Eq. 5 and shown in Fig. 1 ([PRNA] � 0.037M�0.25). The [Pbody]
line is predicted from Eq. 6 ([Pbody] � [PRNA] � [Pother]), with an estimate of [Pother] for invertebrates of 0.6% (12). Data shown are for adults of 169 insect species
from the Sonoran desert (41). (B) The percentage of whole-body P contained in RNA for invertebrates and vertebrates as a function of body mass, i.e., 100 �
[PRNA]�([Pbody]). The dashed line for invertebrates and the solid line for vertebrates are predicted from Eq. 6. For invertebrates, the parameter estimates used here
are the same as those in A. For vertebrates, [Pother] is taken to be 2.4% (40), and the size dependence for [PRNA] is taken to be [PRNA] � 0.15M�0.25 based on Eq.
5 and differences in bo between endotherms and multicellular ectotherms. Data values and sources are listed in Table 2. Note that in A and B, the data cluster
around the predicted lines and, thus, strongly support the model’s predictions.

Table 1. Statistics showing how the fitted slopes and intercepts compare to model predictions

Group

Slope Intercept

r2 nPred. Obs. 95% CI Pred. Obs. 95% CI

Birds and mammals �0.25 �0.15 �0.21 to �0.08 1.21 0.76 0.53 to 0.99 0.40 28
Mar. and FW fish �0.25 �0.21 �0.28 to �0.15 0.61 0.63 0.52 to 0.75 0.70 22
Mar. and FW zoopl. �0.25 �0.21 �0.30 to �0.12 0.61 0.59 0.29 to 0.90 0.59 17
Other Inv. �0.25 �0.24 �0.36 to �0.11 0.61 0.64 0.32 to 0.96 0.49 17

Ordinary least-squares regression was used to describe the linear relationships between log [RNA] (mg per g of dry mass) and log dry
body mass (g) for different taxonomic groups. Data and sources are listed in Table 2. Pred., predicted; Obs., observed; Mar., marine; FW,
freshwater; zoopl., zooplankton; inv., invertebrate.
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natural conditions. The organisms represent virtually all postem-
bryonic life stages under nutrient-replete and nutrient-limiting
conditions. Thus, the variation about the lines in Figs. 1 and 2 likely
stems from three sources: differences in ontogenetic growth stage
among individuals, differences in RNA and P allocation among
species, and differences in nutrient availability. First, [RNA] is
expected to vary within a species such that RNA concentrations are
higher earlier in ontogeny (11, 12). Second, RNA and P content are
expected to vary among species because of differences in metabolic
rate, evolutionary history, morphology, and storage capacity. Third,
our model assumes that resource availability in the environment is
held constant. In natural systems, P limitation may constrain the
sizes of populations, and�or limit P sequestration of individuals. In
laboratory experiments, it has been shown that [RNA] can increase
rapidly with increasing P availability under P-limited conditions
(44). Higher RNA concentrations may in turn allow individual
organisms to sustain higher rates of protein synthesis for reproduc-
tion and growth (11). These three sources of variation may be
reflected in species-specific deviations in the values of parameters
such as �.

Still, the overall close fit of the data to model predictions in
Figs. 1 and 2 indicates that energy flux imposes a substantial
constraint on RNA and P content despite these other important
sources of variation. The model thus represents a step toward
quantifying the role of biota in the cycling of P. Further research
combining this model with theory and data on the size structure
of ecological communities should yield explicit, quantitative
predictions about the storage and flux of P in ecosystems. For
example, it should predict how much P is being held at different
trophic levels and how changes in community size structure (e.g.,
trophic cascade) would affect P storage and flux. Such a theo-
retical framework would explicitly link species to ecosystems and

would be sufficiently general so as to apply to many types of
ecosystems, both aquatic and terrestrial.

The model and results presented here also show how the pools
and fluxes of energy and materials that are important to nutrient
cycling in ecosystems can be linked through individual metab-
olism. Here we have only considered the case of P in hetero-
trophic eukaryotes, but this same framework might also be used
to evaluate the size-dependence of RNA and P in algae and
higher plants. Moreover, this framework may be useful in
evaluating how other limiting nutrients, such as nitrogen or iron,
may vary with body size. Like P, a substantial fraction of
whole-body nitrogen and iron is found in cellular organelles (i.e.,
mitochondria and chloroplasts) whose numbers vary proportion-
ally with metabolic rate and, thus, scale with body size to the
�1�4 power (16–19, 45). Ultimately, then, this framework could
provide a better mechanistic understanding of observed Red-
field ratios and help quantify the longstanding question regard-
ing the relationship between the ‘‘complementary currencies’’ of
energy and materials in ecological systems (46).
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